2014 4 runner toyota

Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. Pre-auction vehicles are last chance vehicles we offer our customers at wholesale
prices. They are not inspected by our service department nor do they come with a warranty. We
encourage you to take them to a mechanic and get them checked out before you decide to
purchase. Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No
pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions.
See store for details. Some restrictions apply. This low mileage Toyota 4Runner has barely been
touched. It's the next best thing to buying new. Now in its fifth generation, this midsized SUV
uses the same platform as the FJ Cruiser and maintains its truck-like body-on-frame
construction. A third row of seats is available and both the second and third rows fold
completely flat without having to remove the headrests, providing a cavernous 90 cubic feet of
cargo space. The optional sliding rear cargo deck can support up to pounds. Disinfectant
methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products can eliminate or
prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. This full size SUV has everything you
need. It comes with a Back-Up Camera, Engine: 4. The following items have been reconditioned
on this vehicle: all new tires! Thank you for your interest in one of AutoNation Chevrolet Waco's
online offerings. Want more room? Want more style? The look is unmistakably Toyota, the
smooth contours and cutting-edge technology of this Toyota 4Runner SR5 Premium will
definitely turn heads. Call right now and schedule a test drive. Visit us online at We serve all of
New Mexico. Price is valid for date of sale only. Internet price includes all available offers,
incentives, and factory rebates assigned to the dealer. Pricing and availability may vary based
on a variety of factors, including options, dealer specials, fees, and financing qualifications.
Vehicles shown may have optional equipment at additional cost. Subject to availability,
incentive offerings, current pricing and credit worthiness. Our pre-owned vehicles come
standard with one key. If we received additional keys from the previous owner, we include them.
Addition keys, as well as dealer-installed accessories may be purchased at the time of sale.
Powered by a 4. This Four Wheel Drive scores near 22mpg whether you're tackling trails or
gliding through the carpool lane, this athletic SUV handles with precision and control. One of
the last actual body on frames out there, its delivery of rugged off-road capabilities with a
smooth, quiet ride. This 4Runner SR5 has a fresh bold look with inch wheels and a roof rack.
Fun, Fast, and Transparent Buying Process! Before purchasing this vehicle, Performance
Motors, Inc. W4e Toyota 4Runner 4. SR5 4. We are excited to offer this Toyota 4Runner. How to
protect your purchase? As a compact SUV, this vehicle packs all the performance of a full-size
into a package that easily navigates the urban terrain. You deserve a vehicle designed for
higher expectations. This Toyota 4Runner Limited delivers with a luxurious, well-appointed
interior and world-class engineering. A Toyota with as few miles as this one is a rare find. This
4Runner Limited was gently driven and it shows. Interesting features of this model are smooth
and comfortable ride, incredible off-road handling and capability, Great combination of
truck-like performance and car-like comfort, and durability and strength We look forward to
seeing you soon! Please call us for more information. Check out this gently-used Toyota
4Runner we recently got in. Treat yourself to an SUV that surrounds you with all the comfort
and conveniences of a luxury sedan. You've found the one you've been looking for. Your dream
car. If you're in the market for an incredible SUV -- and value on-the-road comfort and manners
more than ultimate off-road prowess or tow capacity -- you'll definitely want to check out this
Toyota 4Runner Limited. Put performance, safety, beauty, sophistication and all the right
amenities into a car, and here it is! Now you can own luxury without the luxury price tag! Apply
online to get the process started before you come in. We have nationwide low cost
transportation available for out-of-town buyers. Call for an estimate at For more pictures of this
vehicle, check out our website: The following items have been reconditioned on this vehicle:
new brakes and new battery! We spend a lot of time checking the price of every vehicle. We did
a Point Inspection on this vehicle to ensure you receive a Worry-Free Purchase Experience
based on what they are actually selling for in the Market. You will enjoy our stress-free,
haggle-free sales process! Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter
your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery
available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain
Transmission Automatic 3, Manual 1. Engine Type Gas 3, Cylinders 6 cylinders 3, 8 cylinders
Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops.
Price Drop. No accidents. Check Availability. Close AutoNation Ford St. Showing 1 - 18 out of 3,
listings. Overall Consumer Rating. This 4 Runner is fun to drive. With all the options and what I
got for the money was a better deal in my mind than I could have gotten for other SUVs on the
market. I looked at purchasing an older model with similar options, but found that the value of
the used ones were very close to the price I paid for a brand new one, that I like better anyhow.

The instrument cluster looks much better than the older ones and is lit with blue LEDs. The
seats are not quite as comfortable as other SUVs I tried, but they do the job. The offroad and
snow performance even with highway style tires is where this vehicle shines. This is a nice
SUV, I am happy with my purchase. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. The SUV also gains a
slightly improved interior with better materials, and creature comforts such as cooled front
seats. It is sold in rear- and four-wheel-drive configurations and unlike its stable mate, the
seven-passenger Highlander, the 4Runner sacrifices on-road comfort for all-terrain prowess.
Powered by a 4. Regarding fuel economy, the 4Runner is rated by the EPA at 17 mpg city,
highway and combined depending on whether it is rear- or four-wheel-drive model. While
on-road manners are improved for , the 4Runner's ride is not as smooth as crossovers
including Toyota's own Highlander or the Hyundai Santa Fe. Toyota has improved the
4Runner's interior but hard plastics remain a prominent feature. Inside, there is room for five to
seven passengers and a generous cargo area that can accommodate up to The addition of
Entune Premium Audio improves the user interface for the infotainment system and gives
buyers the option to add premium features to their vehicles. However, it remains clunky,
unresponsive, and could benefit from a larger screen. The 4Runner has a four-star overall safety
rating from the NHTSA out of a possible 5 stars but is not considered a Top Safety Pick by the
IIHS, earning a marginal rating in the small overlap front category good is the highest possible
score but a good rating in the other four tests. Off-roading is where the 4Runner shines because
of its truck-based body-on-frame construction, and features such as disconnecting stabilizer
bars that allow it to navigate across the toughest terrain. In a First Test review, we said that the
Toyota 4Runner remains true to its off-roading heritage but comfort remains a weak point due to
wind and powertrain noise being "continually present. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Other
years: Fair Market Price:? The actual transaction price depends on many variables from dealer
inventory to bargaining skills, so this figure is an approximation. See All Specs. Off-road
capabilities Generous space for cargo and passengers Seating for up to seven. Clunky
infotainment system Harsher ride compared to similarly priced crossovers Despite the refresh,
hard plastics inside. Expand All New for Key Competitors. Trail capability that won't scare off
mall-shoppers. All Model Years Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you
safe. Didn't respond to my initial message but did respond to my follow-up about financing. Not
the answer I wanted to hear, but they were fast that second time. Lee was very professional and
reached out to me when I showed interest in a suv I was looking at. He answered any questions
that I had without hesitation. When I asked if any of my friends knew about him they
recommended him. Very helpful. Reached out on several occasions. I purchased a car
elsewhere so never actually went to this dealer. But they responded in a timely courteous
manner. Bob at Mini was very helpful and honest. I ended up purchasing the car and Michelle in
finance was also very nice. Great, quick experience! Response from the dealership went very
well, professional, knowledgeable staff and kept me informed through the whole process.
Thump's up keep up the great work. Great experience overall. Spencer and Cory were awesome
and took care of me. The people over at Massey Chevrolet helped me to get this great truck and
I appreciate it. Replied quick, had a few vehicles to choose from as the one I requested to check
out had sold already. Ian was the sales guy, very laid back, knowledgeable and wasn't pushy at
all. Overall good experience. GM is amazing and Jenni is the best Loved our experience!!! My
experience was horrible. I only left a one star because you cannot leave 0. We had already
submitted the paperwork and had the drafting papers submitted. They Sold the car which
should have been held while we were on our 3 hour drive to pick up the car. We even called the
night before to make sure we didn't need to put the deposit until we picked up the car. Quick
response, answered all my questions. Excellent service. If right vehicle comes up would have
no problem working with them. Really enjoyed working with this dealership. The vehicle I
bought was phenomenal. John and Crayson were very easy to communicate with and treated
me with a lot of respect. Absolutely thrilled with my new truck. I've already recommended them
to a couple of friends in the market. Great men and great experience. We bought two vehicles
from them will be back for more. Patricia was very helpful and knowledgeable. Her response
was always timely, friendly, and spot on with answers to my questions. Very helpful with
financing too. Very friendly people and very quick to make sure my car was perfect. I will go
back for my next vehicle. Excellent quality the dealership contracted me by email within 2 days
as I asked for information on the truck. My experience here was great quick and easy and well
handled. Workers here are very responsive and respectable I loved it and look forward to
working together again. I called and ask them do they still have the vehicle. When I drove up
there they said it was Sold at an auction. They post Old cars just to get you to come up there, to
tell you they just sold it but got some cars. I received a phone call from Megan before 9 am and
spoke with her regarding the car and drove to Tulsa from Spiro paying tolls to arrive and the

vehicle not be on the lot. Very poor communication with staff, the website, and management.
Ever since the first-generation 4Runner was replaced in , each successive generation has
become more rounded and smoother than its predecessor. That trend ended in with this current
generation, which has been further updated for The recent emphasis is on making the 4Runner
appear more aggressive, further setting it apart from more staid SUVs. The look of the current
4Runner actually resembles the original '89 4Runner, including the long body with a raked
C-pillar and flared fenders. But the original never had such aggressive headlights and body
lines. The Euro-style taillights would have been better smoked out, but they still emphasize an
energetic, youthful driver that will take this vehicle on all manner of adventures. Unfortunately,
Toyota decided to be just as adventurous with the 4Runner's interior design. Smart automakers
know to make bold statements with the exterior design and keep things practical in the cabin.
Not so with the 4Runner, as our test model featured a rather confusing climate-control setup.
Luckily the available touchscreen makes life a little easier. Elsewhere, the dash features a
somewhat spartan slab approach, which is almost reminiscent of the vintage 4Runners from the
s. Only the trained eye or a previous 4Runner owner like myself , could spot the subtle cues.
The 4Runner comes in three different trims, each with its own personality. Next up is the Trail
trim, which we tested. The body enhancements are also functional, as it has an approach angle
of 33 degrees and a departure angle of 26 degrees, which is great for taking to very hilly terrain.
The Limited comes well-equipped, with inch wheels, unique luxury-inspired front body work,
front and rear parking sensors, dual-zone climate control and a whole host of additional upscale
features. Toyota's trim organization leaves the SR5 as the starting point, and from there buyers
can go upscale in either the mountains Trail or the city Limited. A traditional SUV requires a
traditional powertrain, and the 4Runner comes with an engine that is not entirely cutting edge
but ideal for this rough-and-tumble SUV. The 4. Power is sent through a 5-speed automatic
transmission to the rear wheels or available 4-wheel drive with low range. The 4Runner Trail
trim puts the emphasis on off-road drivability, with some cost to on-road quality. The squishy
suspension that's perfect for rocks and dirt wallows a little on typical streets. Despite this, it's
not so soft as to be unsafe. Those who have owned SUVs in the past will feel right at home, as
they will be accustomed to the 4Runner's unique handling characteristics. This innovative
option will constantly adjust the front and rear stabilizer bars in off-road driving. It's an
off-roader's dream! The only real concern is the amount of forward lean under hard braking. It
would be interesting to see how the 4Runner would fare with some of the more advanced
2-mode shock systems. If you do not need all-terrain capability, the Limited has far more
road-friendly handling. It leans less in turns and offers a far smoother ride, but you will not be
able to ford everywhere the Trail trim can. Cupholders, cubbies and storage compartments are
plentiful. Unlike car-based crossovers that have a more rounded construction, the squared-off
design of the 4Runner means the space in the cabin is far more usable. Up front, the seating
position is high off the road, and you feel like you are driving a pickup. The spacing of controls
from the driver is good, but it's the actual arrangement that is of some concern. The desire to
ensure that the 4Runner looks aggressive and futuristic, inside and out, means that controls are
not entirely well thought out. Their unorthodox arrangement and aesthetic results in a center
console that is not easily usable when trying to operate the climate controls on the road. You
have to spend an extra second locating the vent directional toggle or the temperature control.
Those extra seconds your eyes spend locating these buttons means they are not on the road,
which is inherently unsafe. Meanwhile, the rest of the vehicle is incredibly useful. The large
cubbies built into the doors feature multiple places for a water bottleâ€”or several. The cargo
area behind the second row can hold a large amount of camping equipment, luggage, etc.
There's a large cubby behind the rear wheel well, which smartly takes advantage of space that
would have otherwise been unused. This area also has a wall-style power outlet, which is great
for plugging in camping gear that requires power. Without a doubt, one of my favorite features
is the power rear window, which lowers into the lower half of the hatchâ€”a hallmark of many
generations of the 4Runner! The 4Runner comes standard with Bluetooth hands-free calling,
including voice commands, so you can call your friends from the trail and tell them how much
fun they're missing. The Trail model also features some serious off-road tech, such as Crawl
control, which is effectively cruise control for the trail. The system modulates the brake and
throttle so you can focus more on the trail ahead. It also features a full bevy of front and side
impact airbags, side impact door beams and a tire pressure monitoring system. If you're not
used to driving a traditional, truck-based SUV, the 4Runner may seem a little unsafe to drive,
but after some getting used to it, you should feel perfectly fine. These vehicles benefit from
rough construction that will withstand a significant impact. The upright construction also
means that the 4Runner actually has better visibility than many new other vehicles on the
market. Any Toyota retains its value well, but a Toyota that has the additional effect of a loyal

following of outdoor enthusiasts? It has the capability of a Jeep, the refinement when properly
equipped of a Lexus and the practicality of a Honda CR-V. It is a best-of-all-worlds scenario, but
only for those who have diverse tastes in activities. But for those who seek a rugged vehicle
that's as good in the mountains as it is on the freeway, the 4Runner is like a lumberjack
attempting the waltzâ€”and executing it perfectly. We'll help you find great deals among the
millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews
and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great
deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell
your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search
results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color,
engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent
price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All
Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Toyota 4Runner listings in
your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best
deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Toyota Dealer. Why Use CarGurus? This 4 Runner is fun
to drive. With all the options and what I got for the money was a better deal in my mind than I
could have gotten for other SUVs on the market. I looked at purchasing an older model with
similar options, but found that the value of the used ones were very close to the price I paid for
a brand new one, that I like better anyhow. The instrument cluster looks much better than the
older ones and is lit with blue LEDs. The seats are not quite as comfortable as other SUVs I
tried, but they do the job. The offroad and snow performance even with highway style tires is
where this vehicle shines. This is a nice SUV, I am happy with my purchase. I shopped the
4Runner against a G. I did have to have the navigation system program updated by the dealer
who performed this service free of charge and promptly. It has ample power I rarely tow but it is
up for the job , decent acceleration and relatively good fuel economy for a SUV. Mine is two
wheel drive but I'd take it anywhere any other 2wd in the class may venture and then some.
Good ground clearance running boards are suggested if for looks if nothing else and traction
control performs well in light off road duty. Sharp truck. I was also sold on safety when my wife
pulled across the path of a police dodge charger with push bar and under 2k miles and the
impact totaled it but not her Highlander that were it not for a busted radiator and blown tire
probably could have been driven away. We have had our 4 Runner for about a month now and it
has been nothing less than spectacular! IMHO a crossover is nothing but a station wagon and
most car companies are switching to that trend. The 4 Runner is a true body on truck frame
masterpiece that is very fun and easy to drive on the road and is at home when the pavement
ends. It has a strong 4. It will tow up to pounds which is enough for and ultra lite travel trailer,
boat and other various toys. I purchased a new 4Runner SR5 Premium because of the reduced
interest rates for this model. I previously had a 4Runner Limited and a Limited, which I was
pleased with. The engine is efficient and the vehicle has more ground clearance than the 4x4
Limited I had. Purchased a new 4Runner and absolutely love it. Toyota did a fantastic job with
the interior upgrades on the Limited. Exterior still has that bold yet classy look. Power is
adequate, however a 6th gear would be nice. Other than that love everything about this vehicle.
Highly recommend. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the 4Runner.
View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3
stars 2 stars 1 star. Good ride quality for truck based SUV. Safety Technology Performance
Interior Comfort. Items per page:. Write a review See all 4Runners for sale. Sponsored cars
related to the 4Runner. Sign Up. For the relatively few drivers who require an all-conquering
all-terrain SUV, the Toyota 4Runner is a top choice. If your lifestyle necessitates a vehicle with
genuine off-road capability or heck, you just prefer your daily ride to be ready for anything ,
Toyota's got you covered with the 4Runner. It's one of the few remaining midsize SUVs on the
market that embodies the term "sport-utility vehicle" to the fullest extent as opposed to just
looking the part. You can still bang around off-road with the Toyota 4Runner because it employs
the same rugged body-on-frame architecture that underpins pickup trucks. And that, along with
plenty of suspension travel and protective underbody plates, helps keep things from breaking
when used as intended. The 4Runner's four-wheel-drive system also has low-range gearing and
an available locking rear differential to help see you through rough terrain, deep snow or
whatever else you want to throw its way. Of course, there are plenty of consumers who enjoy
the Toyota 4Runner's traditionalist image, but mainly use it for commuting to work and running
errands with the kids. In a nod to that reality, Toyota has made some changes to the 4Runner
this year. The SR5 and Trail models feature upgraded interior materials and all models get a new
instrument panel and a touchscreen audio interface with smartphone integration via the
automaker's Entune system although we've found Entune to be a mixed bag when it's actually
time to use it. A rearview camera -- an invaluable safety feature on any SUV -- is standard across

the board for , while Limited models now allow you to bask in the comforts of heated and
ventilated front seats. And although the optional third-row seat is not very roomy, the 4Runner
continues to offer it, providing seven-passenger capacity in a pinch. That third-row seat, along
with high cargo capacity, is one of the 4Runner's few advantages over its closest rival, the Jeep
Grand Cherokee , which seats only five. Otherwise, though, we think the Jeep offers a better
compromise between off-road capability and on-road comfort. Plus, it's available with a
fuel-efficient diesel engine not to mention a couple of V8s -- whereas the Toyota is V6 only -and comes with a great deal more high-end tech and safety features. Meanwhile, buyers wanting
a true SUV with a third row they can use every day will likely find the somewhat larger Dodge
Durango more spacious and comfortable. For those who can spend a bit more, the Volkswagen
Touareg offers premium interior accommodations, along with a strong lineup of engines
including a diesel and a high tow rating for a midsize SUV. And if you don't require much
off-pavement ability at all, there are numerous car-based crossover SUVs like the Chevrolet
Traverse and the Toyota Highlander that will meet your needs. They'll also provide a softer,
more carlike ride, lower step-in height and better fuel economy. All that said, the choices for a
modestly sized and relatively modestly priced genuine SUV seem to be narrowing every year,
and the Toyota 4Runner remains a likable option in this cadre. The SR5 and Trail are subdivided
into base and Premium versions. The SR5 Premium model adds a sunroof and outside mirrors
with integrated turn signals and puddle lamps. Inside, you get Toyota's SofTex premium vinyl
upholstery, heated front seats, a four-way power front passenger seat, a navigation system and
an upgraded version of Entune with voice control, phonebook-download capability and
text-to-speech messaging for enabled phones. The 4Runner Trail model includes all of the base
SR5's standard features and adds off-road-oriented all-season tires, mudguards, body-color
exterior trim, special components and electronic aids for off-road capability and an eight-way
power driver seat. The Trail Premium model adds the sunroof and all of the interior amenities
and electronics you get on the SR5 Premium. This option is aimed at serious outdoor
enthusiasts, as KDSS automatically disconnects the SUV's stabilizer bars in low-speed off-road
situations to improve suspension articulation over deep ruts and boulders. The 4Runner
Limited includes all of the Trail Premium's standard content, except for the off-road-related
equipment. Many of the features found on the 4Runner Trail and Limited models are available as
options on the lower trim levels, though specifics will vary based on the region of the United
States in which you live. The Toyota 4Runner comes standard with a 4. A five-speed automatic
transmission is also standard. The SR5 and Limited models are available with either rear-wheel
drive or four-wheel drive, while the Trail is 4WD only. Four-wheel-drive SR5 models have a
part-time four-wheel-drive system with a low-range transfer case, while the Limited uses a
full-time 4WD system with low-range gearing and an independently lockable center differential.
The Trail model comes standard with the part-time 4WD system and also includes a locking rear
differential, crawl control for use in low range and selectable electronic terrain-sensitive
systems. Properly equipped, the 4Runner is rated to tow up to 4, pounds. In Edmunds testing, a
rear-drive 4Runner SR5 accelerated from a standstill to 60 mph in 7. Standard safety features on
the Toyota 4Runner include antilock disc brakes, stability and traction control, front seat side
airbags, full-length side curtain airbags, front knee airbags and active front head restraints. All
4WD models feature an off-road traction control system known as A-TRAC that helps keep you
moving on slippery terrain by redirecting engine torque to the wheel s that have traction. A
rearview camera is standard across the board. The Limited comes with the Safety Connect
emergency communications system, which includes automatic collision notification, a
stolen-vehicle locator and roadside assistance. In Edmunds brake testing, a rear-wheel-drive
4Runner SR5 came to a stop from 60 mph in feet, which is average among SUVs in its class. A
Trail model with its off-road-oriented tires needed a longer feet to come to a standstill. In
government crash tests, the 4Runner earned an overall rating of four stars out of a possible five
along with four stars in frontal crash protection and five stars in side-impact protection. The
Insurance Institute for Highway Safety awarded the 4Runner its top rating of "Good" in the
moderate-overlap frontal-offset, side-impact and roof-strength crash tests. Unlike most of
today's midsize SUVs, the Toyota 4Runner is designed to provide real utility when the pavement
ends. This Toyota is at its best when you're plugging along on off-road trails -- the Trail with
optional KDSS is the version you'll want for these adventures. At the same time, the 4Runner
has enough refinement that you can simply drive it to work every day, if that's your preference.
This is still a SUV in the traditional mold, however, and compared to modern crossover SUVs
you'll feel a lot more of the bumps and ruts in the road. Toyota's steering feels a little too light
and overboosted in normal driving situations, but this calibration turns out to be ideal for
off-roading, as it results in reduced kickback on gnarly trails. The Toyota 4Runner's smooth V6
engine is strong enough that only consumers planning to tow a trailer will lament the lack of a

V8 option. Still, there's no denying that you'd get more pulling power and better fuel economy
with the optional diesel engines on rivals like the Grand Cherokee and Touareg. The 4Runner's
five-speed automatic transmission provides well-timed shifts, but we certainly wouldn't mind
another gear to calm the engine on the highway and eke out another mpg or two. One of the
changes you'll notice immediately in the Toyota 4Runner interior is the new instrument panel. In
place of the old individual gauge binnacles, the new design locates an oversized speedometer
and tachometer on either side of a multifunction screen trip computer. The new gauges are
attractive and easy to read, and a welcome upgrade over the previous design. In addition, all
4Runners come with a touchscreen audio interface placed high on the center stack. Getting
started with Entune can be a hassle, though, since you have to install an app on your phone and
register for an account; plus, you always need an active data connection to use it. The
touchscreen interface has straightforward menus, but it's sometimes unresponsive to touch.
Most owners will be satisfied with the quality of the 4Runner's cabin materials, which are
oriented more toward durability than aesthetics. Although you won't be afraid to get the
Toyota's interior dirty, there's no denying that it has a more workaday ambience than, say, the
interior of the Jeep Grand Cherokee. The optional third-row seat is bound to be a tempting
option for carpoolers as it provides seating for seven , but you'll want to make sure your
elementary schoolers will actually fit, as this is one of the smallest, tightest third rows of any
midsize SUV. Most buyers will find that this space is better used for cargo. There's a healthy 47
cubic feet of cargo room behind the second-row seats, a number that jumps to an even healthier
This is far more space than the Grand Cherokee offers and more than many large crossovers
such as the Ford Explorer and Honda Pilot as well. Quick Summary: The last of a dying breed,
the Toyota 4Runner is one of the few body-on-frame SUVs left with real off-road capabilities. Of
course, there's a reason this configuration has been dying as CUV sales have skyrocketed. The
4Runner rides, drives and returns fuel economy more like a truck than a tall station wagon.
What Is It? With a body-on-frame configuration, four-wheel drive and advanced off-road
suspension, the 4Runner is a weapon against the boundaries of a paved world. This Trail
version takes that off-road ability and cranks it up to How Is It Equipped? The Trail represents
the middle child of the 4Runner lineup. At the bottom is the SR5, which comes standard with
2WD and fabric upholstery. Capping the top of the line is the 4Runner Limited. It's loaded up
with heated leather seats, dual-zone climate control, a body kit with lower side skirts and,
perhaps most importantly, full-time 4WD. All 4Runners come with a 4. The only transmission is
a five-speed automatic. How Does It Drive? Like a truck. With all of the fun aspects and all of the
drawbacks. Toyotas, especially recent ones, have had a particular knack for removing any sort
of effort from the act of driving. They're isolated and quiet, the steering is light and doesn't bug
you with any real feedback and they're largely refined, inoffensive places. From the minute you
twist the key in the Toyota 4Runner, you know something's different. The key, like virtually
everything else about the 4Runner, takes intention. You've gotta put your elbow into it and
when the 4. Slotting the chunky shifter into Drive produces an audible, reassuring thunk and
then you're off. Under full throttle on the open road, the 4Runner's hp is merely adequate, and
the overwhelming sensation is intake whoosh. Ride that wave of noise from a standstill and
you'll get to 60 in 7. Potholes don't faze this SUV, nor do those frost heaves that wobble other
cars. With a suspension designed for the rigors of the trail, those new ruts caused by a sewer
pipe installation won't even register. What will register are the subtle, high-speed bumps that
dot California freeways. Frequent jolts send shockwaves through the chassis and get the
4Runner bouncing around like a jet ski. Whether this is fun and endearing, or annoying and
distasteful depends on your expectations. During our handling tests our test driver refused to
simply drive in a straight line over the cones, using the 4Runner's natural talents to produce a
fast run. Instead, he turned the wheel back and forth and went around them like he's supposed
to. This produced a less-than-stellar Nobody buys this car for its on-road grip. Have you ever
taken a Husky out for a jog? You lace up your fancy new running shoes, throw some zinc on
your nose, grab the leash and hit the road. A little while later you've cleared 5 miles, built up a
good sweat and are back at home. The dog, however, isn't even warmed up yet. Driving the
4Runner off-road without significant training and experience is kind of like that. The rutted
trails, semi-steep climbs and brief rock crawling that had us calling for a spotter barely got the
4Runner sweating. Some of the goodies responsible for this incredible confidence include
Crawl Control for low-speed off-roading; Hill Start and Downhill Assist Control; Multi-Terrain
Select, which engages traction control based on the type of off-road driving you're doing; a
locking rear differential; and KDSS. KDSS, for those wondering, is Toyota's Kinetic Dynamic
Suspension System, a clever bit of hydraulic wizardry that disconnects the vehicle's sway bars
to improve articulation. How Safe Is It? Though the 4Runner is a fully capable off-road truck, it
doesn't lack in on-road safety. Features include full-length side curtain airbags and front knee

airbags, LATCH anchors, traction control and stability control. Though the Toyota 4Runner
hasn't been fully evaluated by NHTSA, it has earned a four-star frontal crash test rating and
three out of five stars for rollover protection. In front crash testing, the male driver figure scored
four out of five stars, while the female passenger managed only three stars. The mechanically
similar model received five stars for side-impact protection. The IIHS awarded the 4Runner a
score of "Good" in moderate-overlap, frontal-offset, side-impact and roof-strength tests. During
our panic-stop test, this 4,pound 4Runner with all-terrain tires stopped in feet. That number is
about 10 feet longer than your average sedan and average for a truck of this size. It also
required some steering correction. With the 4Runner, it's best to be proactive than reactive. As
we've discussed, the 4Runner isn't a lightweight and that hurts fuel economy. With its hp 4. We
didn't hit those numbers. Over about 1, miles of driving, we managed only Ultimately, this kind
of fuel economy is to be expected from something this big, this sturdy and this capable. Gotta
pay to play, right? Is it overpriced? Your money here goes to function and not features. The
cloth seats aren't heated, but they are water-resistant and provide a surprising amount of lateral
grip â€” handy for when you're intentionally teetering on three wheels. Legroom is ample, as is
headroom. Even the rear seats, decked out in the same tough fabric, offer space and comfort for
full-size adults. Other versions of the 4Runner are available with a third-row seat. Ours just
came with a massive storage area with a reasonably low loading height. Materials quality in the
4Runner is a mixed bag. On the one hand, there's nothing we'd consider particularly nice in
here. The dash is hard plastic, as are the doors and the shift lever. These are, however, very well
put together, with no discernible squeaks. It's also very easy to wipe down after a day out in the
dust. Levers, dials and knobs, on the other hand, feel like quality parts with fluid actions. If
you're looking for a little more out of your truck, the Limited has you covered. What Are Its
Closest Competitors? The Toyota 4Runner has two bloodlines of natural competitors. Shoppers
who are more impressed by the 4Runner's size, visual appeal and impressive use of space
would be better served shopping more conventional crossover utility vehicles. Any of these
vehicles will provide a softer, more carlike ride, lower step-in height and better fuel economy.
Does the idea of a self-disconnecting sway bar physically excite you? Do you read "Danger:
Road Closed" signs as a dare? If so, the 4Runner's for you. It's a truly impressive package with
talents well beyond those of most drivers. There's also an ineffable coolness about the 4Runner
that can't be denied. Just look at the thing! It's got cutouts in the face to allow greater clearance.
It rides on massive all-terrain tires with fat sidewalls on little wheels instead of the
electrical-tape-skinny rubber on 22s like other SUVs. The Toyota 4Runner is a tool to help
bolster an adventurous life. You get that or you don't. The 4Runner Trail's part-time 4WD isn't
what most people are looking for these days. This setup requires the driver to anticipate
low-traction driving and set up the truck appropriately â€” and go slowly enough to engage it.
With its full-time 4WD that will handle sudden downpours and blizzards as well as it'll run
through the Rubicon, the 4Runner Limited is the better option for most drivers. Unless you need
the ruggedness offered by the 4Runner, or just like knowing you've got that capability in your
pocket just in case , any of the CUVs listed above would be a better daily driver. Doing so could
save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to
buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select
a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you.
Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Toyota
4Runner. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car
buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Toyota
lease specials Check out Toyota 4Runner lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Lack of V8 or diesel engine
option limits towing capacity busy ride poor fuel-economy cramped third-row seat cumbersome
setup process for Entune system. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The Toyota 4Runner has revised exterior styling,
new headlights and a revamped interior. A touchscreen-based audio system and Toyota's
Entune suite of smartphone-connected apps are standard for all trim levels, as is a rearview
camera. There are also minor changes in standard equipment. Read more. Write a review See all
22 reviews. This 4 Runner is fun to drive. With all the options and what I got for the money was a
better deal in my mind than I could have gotten for other SUVs on the market. I looked at
purchasing an older model with similar options, but found that the value of the used ones were

very close to the price I paid for a brand new one, that I like better anyhow. The instrument
cluster looks much better than the older ones and is lit with blue LEDs. The seats are not quite
as comfortable as other SUVs I tried, but they do the job. The offroad and snow performance
even with highway style tires is where this vehicle shines. This is a nice SUV, I am happy with
my purchase. Read less. Good ride quality for truck based SUV. I shopped the 4Runner against
a G. I did have to have the navigation system program updated by the dealer who performed
this service free of charge and promptly. It has ample power I rarely tow but it is up for the job ,
decent acceleration and relatively good fuel economy for a SUV. Mine is two wheel drive but I'd
take it anywhere any other 2wd in the class may venture and then some. Good ground clearance
running boards are suggested if for looks if nothing else and traction control performs well in
light off road duty. Sharp truck. I was also sold on safety when my wife pulled across the path of
a police dodge charger with push bar and under 2k miles and the impact totaled it but not her
Highlander that were it not for a busted radiator and blown tire probably could have been driven
away. The last of a dying breed. We have had our 4 Runner for about a month now and it has
been nothing less than spectacular! IMHO a crossover is nothing but a station wagon and most
car companies are switching to that trend. The 4 Runner is a true body on truck frame
masterpiece that is very fun and easy to drive on the road and is at home when the pavement
ends. It has a strong 4. It will tow up to pounds which is enough for and ultra lite travel trailer,
boat and other various toys. I purchased a new 4Runner SR5 Premium because of the reduced
interest rates for this model. I previously had a 4Runner Limited and a Limited, which I was
pleased with. The engine is efficient and the vehicle has more ground clearance than the 4x4
Limited I had. See all 22 reviews of the Used Toyota 4Runner. Write a review. Frontal Barrier
Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores.
People who viewed this also viewed 4 average Rating out of 21 reviews. If that's what you're
into, the 4Runner hits all the right marks. Opting for a 2WD version of the 4Runner only saves
you 1 mpg on the highway and 1 mpg combined. The manufacturer provided Edmunds this
vehicle for the purposes of evaluation. Sponsored cars related to the 4Runner. Sign Up. And on
to the front. Oh, my! What happened here? The 4. The ECT-i transmission is the same
five-speed automatic Toyota has used for years in both rear- and four-wheel-drive models. The
powertrain has a slightly dated, industrial feel, but it does the job reasonably well and manages
decent fuel economy on regular gas. The ride is surprisingly smooth and quiet, with a hint of
chassis shake and shiver over big bumps and railroad crossings. There are three models: the
base SR5, the Trail it comes as a 4x4 only , and the upscale Limited. The SR5 is utilitarian but
hardly stripped, as many of the materials have been upgraded, including the quality of leather
covering the steering wheel. The 4Runner gets plenty of new interior tech even at this level, with
the Entune Audio Plus system that has a 6. On the Limited, the upholstery turns to perforated
leather, with heated and ventilated front seats. Entune is further upgraded by JBL with 15
speakers and an amplifier. In all three models, the instruments and the controls are well placed,
and the seats are comfortable front and rear. Optional third-row seating is best for kids or adults
who absolutely refuse to wait for the next bus. There are eight standard airbags. The
four-wheel-drive system still offers a transfer case, and you can get part-time four-wheel drive
or a full-time mode with a locking center differential. The 4Runner is sure-footed off-road, and
standard downhill assist control was helpful on muddy hills, and likely would be in the snow,
too. Wheel sizes range from 17 inches on the SR5 to inchers on the Limited. Displacement: cu
in, cc Power: hp rpm Torque: lb-ft rpm. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search.
Today's Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best
Minivans and Vans of Best Station Wagons of View Photos. Expand Collapse. This content is
created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their
email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at
piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From First Drives. Subscribe to receive
new listings for this search right in your inbox. This is the 5th Generation of 4Runner. They still
use the same formula to make it super capable off road 4. This one is an SR5 with I am selling
my 4Runner SR5 Premium. I am the second owner, and I purchased it last summer from
Gateway Toyota. Unfortunately, I ran into some life events and need to sell it Overview: - It has
no accident or claim Fresh Detail! Non Smoker! Recent Trade In! This local BC 4 Runner is very
clean, well maintained and easy to show! Key features include Softtex leather heated seats,
Automatic tra No admin fees with purchase! Call today to book a test drive or ask us about our
contactless purchase program! Trail Edition 4 Runner Trail Edition,4 wheel crawl control ,lever
type 4wd select , multi - terrain select , rear diff lock , auto disconnecting differential , off road
style alloy wheels , sliding rear cargo tray, navigation , vent visor, remote start , hood guard ,
block hea Charlesglen Toyota Albertas Celebration Destination where we find you your next
reason to celebrate. Offering an amazing selection of new and used vehicles. This 4Runner is

also nicely equipped with Selling safetied. Krown rustproofed annually since I bought it in
spring of Bills to prove. All maintenance history on file and available. Bilstein ride height
adjustable front shocks, New FOX rear shocks. New rear door full window regulator ass Zero
Risk Value Point, no reported accidents! This Toyota 4Runner comes packed with features
including leather seats, haeted front seats, power adjustable front seats, touch screen
navigation, a backup camera, running boards, roof rails, a sunroof, fold-able 2nd and 3rd row pa
Reach millions of car shoppers locally and nationally for free. We analyzed similar vehicles in
your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced lower than the average making it a Great
Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced a bit
lower than the average making it a Good Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and
calculated that this vehicle is priced slightly higher than average making it a Fair Price. This
vehicle may be certified, include additional options, warranties making it Above Average Price.
Contact seller for details. Filter Results 10 10 Toyota 4Runner for sale in Canada. Certified
Pre-Owned. Live Chat 3. Virtual Appraisal 0. Home Test Drive 1. Online Reservation 0. Buy
Online 2. Delivery 1. SR5 Please enter a number between 0 and 10,, Must be greater than Min
Price. Payment range. Please enter a number between 0 and 1,, Min payment is required. Must
be greater than Min Payment. Max payment is required. Payment frequency. Credit rating. SUV
Black 3. Blue 1. Grey 3. Red 1. Silver 1. White 1. Must be greater than Min Kilometres. Four
Wheel Drive 9. Unknown 1. Gasoline Automatic Unknown 2. With Photos. With Price. NEW Save
Search. Get price alerts and new listings for this search right in your inbox! Your email address
Email Subscribe. By clicking 'Subscribe', you consent to receiving emails from Trader
Corporation. You also agree to our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use. Turn off. Filter Results
Click here to try again. Priority Listings. All Listings. Mileage 93, km. Monthly Bi-weekly Weekly.
Mileage 71, km. Back up camera! Heated seats Fresh Detail! Mileage , km. Contactless Services
New. Buy Online. List your car here! List your car for free. Find your next car by browsing our
extensive new and pre-owned Toyota 4Runner inventory from local Toyota dealerships and
private sellers. You can also compare prices, trim specifications, options, reviews, scores and
recall history of Toyota 4Runner with similar vehicles. View vehicle information. Browse listings
by city Barrie. Richmond Hill. View more. Click on the bi-weekly payment amount estimate to
see Financing details. All new vehicles offered for sale are being offered by registered motor
vehicle dealers. View a list of all dealers and dealer telephone numbers. Disclaimer Information:
Please confirm with seller accuracy of information. Mileage recorded at time of listing. Taxes
and license are not included in listing price. Subscribe for the latest car reviews, listings,
products and more right in your inbox. Your email address Subscribe. I can unsubscribe at
anytime. I also agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. Subscription complete! While
almost every other midsized SUV had moved to car-based construction, the 4Runner remained
an old-school, body-on-frame SUV, which was great for off-roading but not much else. The ride
is unsettled and handling is mediocre at best. Limited trim versions have a sport suspension
package with somewhat better control, but a stiffer ride. Off-road is where the 4Runner excels.
Ground clearance is generous and underbody skid plates are standard. The four-wheel-drive
system includes a low range for tough off-road duty, but the system is part-time only. Automatic
four-wheel drive is available only in the top-level Limited trim. In most cases, automotive
warranties are based on the vehicle identification number VIN , and the warranty will be valid
regardless of ownership. The dealership can tell you exactly how much warranty is left. The
Reliability score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Toyota 4Runner owners. The owner
comments describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Bluetooth , voice
control commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e. Can't change
channels, more or volume. Can not reset until engine is. Turned off. The radio might start
blaring at max volume with no way to turn it off nor turn down the volume none of the dials
respond when the software freezes everything. Toyota can't fix it, and they won't offer anything
to compensate for it. Unfortunately, these issue don't qualify for "lemon car" status in Florida.
Random freezing of display screen, rebooting at inconvenient time, and occasional failure of
messaging have been a continuing problem on this vehicle. Software updates have not solved
the problem. The GPS system has stopped operating at critical times and proven unreliable.
From Day 1, the dealer has not been helpful in solving these issues. The system would
randomly reboot itself with no regularity and sometimes multiple times in the same min. Very
inconvenient but not unsafe. They were able to correct it on the 2nd visit. So clearly an
opportunity for Toyota. However, the vehicle is amazing and the resale incredible. The radio
stops playing, and all functions freeze. The after about minutes it seems to just re-boot and all
is fine. Happened 5 times in 4 months". Since everything is linked through Entune, you can't do
anything with your nav system or radio until the entire system resets. Toyota was very difficult
to work with even after bringing up this software problem multiple times and the issue still

hasn't been fixed!! I love my Toyota but I want to drive it off a cliff every time the display screen
freezes". New head unit freezes at random, especially when using satellite radio. New head unit
ordered, waiting for parts". You cannot change stations, volume, etc. Resets automatically and
you must manually start over with navigation entry". I've seen the issue on forum posts online.
There does not appear to be a fix from Toyota yet. Will occur several times a month. Upon car
restart,it blanks out the navigation screen, after several weeks it started working again. It just
gets stuck. Must restart to fix. Did factory updates 3 times before issues seemed to be good for
the most part. Took 3 months and videos of issue to get resolution. Still not confident in
solution long term. Poor service and support by Toyots". It may freeze with music, it may stop
responding while giving gps directions, it may freeze while answering a call. Once it freezes,
nothing actively fixes it. Even turning off the truck and then restarting it does not fix the issue.
Plays music even when paused. My system has a different method for entering a location,
which, by the way is so tedious as to be unusable. The instructions for turning off the voice do
not work. I cannot get the right scale on the map. I don't use it. Maps are better, and I don't
mean Google maps, I mean paper maps". It reboots but goes off again shortly thereafter. Very
unsettling when depending on GPS directions". It seems random". The screen would freeze up
and the system would shut down and reboot. When it came back on it was necessary for me to
reenter dest". After multiple updates and software flashes, we still have the same issues. Toyota
claims they can't fix it. Many of the road descriptions are out of date or erroneous. The system
randomly reboots and makes it difficult to navigate when GPS is needed. At times, none of the
controls will operate and the only fix is to stop the car and restart the engine. The updates to the
system are to primarily remove some of the services that were originally functional, such as
Pandora, but removed when Toyota could not cut a good licencing agreement with the provider.
This represents a loss of value to me, without compensation from Toyota. It maybe gets 1 of 5
words correct, even after trying to use it for 2 years". Antilock system ABS , parking brake,
master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. Never
had a vehicle that does this". Need to pump the brake pedal to increase stopping ability of car,
which results in premature activation of ABS system. Pumping the pedal caused the braking
system to go into emergency mode, activating the anti-locking system, thereby stopping the
vehicle abruptly. This made the passengers uncomfortable and vehicles following the 4Runner
to make panic stops. Dealer inspection indicated glazed pads that were in need of immediate
replacement. My inspection indicated severe rusting of caliper hardware, causing the calipers to
wear unevenly and freeze in position. Replacement of pads was difficult due to rusting in place
of retaining pins and associated hardware, which severely restricted movement of calipers and
resulted poor and unsafe braking performance. Such extreme rusting of brake components
should not occur on a vehicle with low mileage. Dealership has not addressed issue yet". I have
to have it looked at and repaired because it seems dangerous when you have to break
suddenly. Haven't gotten it fixed, just annoying to look at. Brought it back to dealer three times
for repair, still isn't right". Sound like creaky bed springs or creaky door hinge. Replaced lower
control arms but the problem continues. Dealer can't find it. Only hear rattle when I close
driver's door after driving it an hour or more. Never happened on any prior 4Runner and I have
owned 4Runners since ". Has been "repaired" 3x, waiting to meet with Toyota regional rep to
escalate and get resolved under warranty". No damage. Boot was re-clamped at minimal cost.
Was re-sealed the year before, but leaked again last year and the boot was replaced. It has been
dry ever since. Had the dealership look at it and was told to kick the bottom of the dash to allow
the motor to start working again. I replaced the motor with an aftermarket version". Difficult to
heat cvar in winter and difficult to cool car in summer". I went ahead and replaced the blower
motor myself since it was no longer under warranty. Mechanic could not find the problem but
put dye in the system and refilled the refrigerant. Within a few days the problem occurred again
and he was able to find it and repair it with a new refigerant line. Alternator, starter, hybrid
battery and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition
switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. I have
owned many toyotas and they have all had intermittent solenoid problems. Otherwise they have
all been great cars". Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering
linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance,
springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. This occurred at approximately
50k miles. These were special electronically controlled suspension types of shocks. Still
drivable but they would be completely inoperable in a short period of time. The quote to replace
them was seemed incredibly expensive to me at I did some research on an extended warranty I
had purchased direct from Toyota when I purchased the vehicle and found they were covered.
This item is not usually covered under most extended warranties. Scheduled the repair for a
couple of days later and the dealer had the vehicle in and out the same day as promised. There

was a "leak" in the system, and all four shocks had to be replaced. I told the agent that I was
outraged, that we had had 8 Toyota products over 30 years and had never had such a failure.
We will probably continue to buy Toyota products. I was outraged. The fix, according to the
dlrshp was to replace all 4 shocks, indicating that it was a balanced system. I accepted the fix
from the dlrshp. Was causing vehicle to steer with difficulty. Gear selector or linkage, leaks,
transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting,
slipping transmission. I was out of town and took the car to a dealer who fixed it, but 4 months
later the same thing happened again and I took it to the original dealer who fixed the problem
permanently. Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or
moldings, rust. Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or
ping, oil leaks. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. Transmission rebuild
or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Power or manual windows, locks and
latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts,
sunroof, convertible top. Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless
entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V
power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security system. Dealer said it was alternator but it
was oil pump making loud whining noise. Toyota would not respond to issue when it started at
65K. Ignored me the whole time". Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump,
thermostat, overheating. Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or
supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Reactivate now to get the information you were
looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please view our customer care
FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not
a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used
Toyota 4Runner Change Vehicle. There are 7 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. See All. Owner
Satisfaction. Crash and Rollover Tests. Road Test Results. Performance Performance.
Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration tests are conducted on a smooth, flat pavement
straightaway at the track. The time in seconds that a vehicle takes to reach 60 mph from a
standstill with the engine idling. Transmission Transmission Transmission performance is
determined by shifting smoothness, response, shifter action, and clutch actuation for manual
transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel Economy We perform our own fuel-economy tests,
independent of the government's often-quoted EPA figures and the manufacturers' claims.
Using a precise fuel-flow measuring device spliced into the fuel line, we run two separate
circuits to represent city and highway consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's Overall Mileage
CR's overall mileage is a composite of measured fuel usage on a prescribed city course and
highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road tests, we've
discontinued the mile trip test. Braking Braking The braking rating is a composite of wet and dry
stopping distances and pedal feel. Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no wheels locked.
Emergency Handling Emergency Handling Several factors go into the rating, including the
avoidance maneuver speed and confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves when pushed to
its limit. Ride Ride Our expert judgment of how well the suspension isolates and absorbs road
imperfections and how steady it keeps the body on various road surfaces. Noise Noise Our
expert judgment of the vehicle's interior noise level in everyday driving. Front Seat Comfort
Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the front seat is for drivers of various
heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the rear seat is
for two passengers to sit across. Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas Greenhouse Gas The
Greenhouse Gas Rating represents the amount of carbon dioxide the vehicle emits compared to
other vehicles of the same model year. This score from the EPA ranges from 1 worst to 10 best.
Smog Rating Smog Rating The Smog Rating represents the amount of health-damaging and
smog-forming airborne pollutants the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same
model year. Owner Reports. Worse Better. Reliability History Reliability History The reliability
charts are based on responses on hundreds of thousands of vehicles from our latest Annual
Auto Survey. Consumer Reports subscribers reported on any serious problems they had with
their vehicles during the past 12 months that they considered serious because of cost, failure,
safety, or downtime, in any of the trouble spots included in the table below. The results are
presented relative to the average model that year. Extra weight is given to the more serious
areas such as major engine or transmission problems. Based on this data and further analysis,
we predict reliability for the latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for
a specific year. Engine Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head
gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Engine Minor Engine Minor
Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks.
Engine Cooling Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat,
overheating. Transmission Major Transmission Major Transmission rebuild or replacement,

torque converter, clutch replacement. Transmission Minor Transmission Minor Gear selector or
linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment,
rough shifting, slipping transmission. View all Reliability. Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction
To learn about satisfaction, CR has collected survey data from our annual survey on more than
half a million vehicles. Our subscribers provide great insights into their satisfaction by
answering one simple question: If they had it to do all over again, would they definitely buy or
lease the same model? In addition, respondents also rate their cars in six categories: driving
experience, comfort, value, styling, audio, and climate systems. Driving Experience Driving
Experience Includes acceleration and handling. Comfort Comfort Includes seats, climate
control, noise, and ride. Value Value Did you get what you wanted relative to the price you paid?
Styling Styling How it looks inside and out. View all Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. ABS
available; standard from ESC standard from Side and head protection air bags available from ,
standard from Drive Wheels. Coverage varies among versions of this vehicle. Read more about
extended warranties. Body Styles. Transmissions Available. Engines Available. What Owners
Say. Display screen freezes up "While driving the screen freezes. Happened 5 times in 4
months" Art M. I love my Toyota but I want to drive it off a cliff every time the display screen
freezes" Amanda P. Resets automatically and you must manually start over with navigation
entry" Mark S. It seems random" Daniel T. When it came back on it was necessary for me to
reenter dest" Dave N. It maybe gets 1 of 5 words correct, even after trying to use it for 2 years"
Amanda P. Never had
toyota t100 parts diagram
1997 saturn sl2 specs
2001 saab 93se
a vehicle that does this" Eddie C. Has been "repaired" 3x, waiting to meet with Toyota regional
rep to escalate and get resolved under warranty" Anonymous, AZ Toyota 4Runner Trail 4.
Blower fan motor "The blower motor is a variable speed type and would periodically stop
working, with no air flowing through the vents. Difficult to heat cvar in winter and difficult to
cool car in summer" Robert G. Keyless entry "Keyless entry does not work and the cost to
repair it is too expensive. Gear selector or linkage "Gear selector became difficult to operate.
Difficult to fill up gas tank "Toyotas have always had a problem with getting the last two gallons
of fuel into the tank Alternator "Ended up being the oil pump noise and failure, did not have a
category to list this issue. See All Trouble Spots. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local
Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters
Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews.

